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ABSTRACT

A phase shifting circuit that may be used as part of a quadrature clock generator. The phase shifting circuit comprises a triangle wave generator coupled to receive an input reference signal. The triangle wave generator outputs a pair of complementary triangle wave signals in response to the input reference signal. A comparator having a pair of inputs is coupled to receive the pair of complementary triangle wave signals. The comparator outputs an output signal having a predetermined phase relationship with the input reference signal in response to a comparison between the pair of complementary triangle wave signals.
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FIG. 6
AT FREQUENCY PHASE SHIFTING CIRCUIT FOR USE IN A QUADRATURE CLOCK GENERATOR

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the original patent but forms no part of this reissue specification; matter printed in italics indicates the additions made by reissue.

This is a continuation of application No. 08/452,074, filed May 26, 1995, now abandoned.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates generally to phase shifting circuits and more particularly to a phase shifting circuit that may be used in quadrature clock generator for providing quadrature output signals.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

A quadrature clock generator may be used in a delay locked loop (DLL) to provide two clock signals that are 90 degrees out of phase with one another. Typically, a first output clock signal (the “I” output clock signal) is in phase with the input reference clock signal, and a second output clock signal (the quadrature or “Q” output clock signal) is 90 degrees out of phase with the input reference clock signal. Both output clock signals of the quadrature clock generator have the reference frequency. The output clock signals are phase mixed to provide a desired phase difference or delay between the output clock signal of the DLL and the input reference clock.

Cyclic variations from the desired phase difference between the output clock signals of the quadrature clock generator result in “jitter.” For DLL purposes, the jitter of the quadrature clock generator affects the timing margins of the DLL, increasing lock acquisition time for the DLL. Therefore, reduced jitter is desirable.

According to one prior art method, a quadrature clock generator first divides the frequency of the input reference clock signal by two and then operates on the reduced frequency signal to produce two clock signals that are 90 degrees out of phase with one another. A DLL using a frequency dividing quadrature clock generator then must double the frequency of the clock signals to produce the desired output clock signals of the original frequency.

According to an alternative prior art method, a quadrature clock generator operates “at frequency” to provide quadrature clock signals without the intermediate steps of frequency dividing and doubling. A fixed delay element is typically used to provide the desired phase relationship. When compared to frequency dividing quadrature clock generators, at frequency quadrature clock generators have the advantages of reduced circuit complexity, reduced die area, and reduced power consumption.

Generally, frequency dividing quadrature clock generators are able to maintain the desired phase relationship between the output clock signals over a wider range of input reference clock frequencies than at frequency quadrature clock generators. Furthermore, when compared to at frequency quadrature clock generators, frequency dividing quadrature clock generators are better able to maintain the desired phase relationship in view of process variations, supply variations, and temperature variations.

Wherein frequency dividing quadrature clock generators are capable of providing adequate jitter performance, a DLL that uses a frequency dividing quadrature clock generators may exhibit bi-modal jitter (and therefore worse timing margins) due to the mismatching of components used in the frequency doubling. Thus, the components of frequency dividing quadrature clock generator must be closely matched to reduce jitter, further increasing the cost of manufacturing a frequency dividing quadrature clock generator.

SUMMARY AND OBJECTS OF THE INVENTION

Therefore, an object of the invention is to provide an at frequency quadrature clock generator having improved jitter performance.

These and other objects are provided by a quadrature clock generator that includes an at frequency phase shifting circuit for providing the Q output clock signal and a first comparator for providing the I output clock signal. Both the phase shifting circuit and the second comparator are coupled to receive an input reference clock signal. The phase shifting circuit comprises a triangle wave generator coupled in series with a second comparator. The triangle wave generator outputs a pair of complementary triangle wave signals in response to the input reference signal. The second comparator outputs the Q output clock signal in response to a comparison between the pair of complementary triangle wave signals. To better ensure that the output clock signals of the first comparator and the phase shifting circuit are in quadrature, the first and second comparators are matched such that the propagation delays associated with the comparators are equal.

According to alternative embodiments, the phase shifting circuit may be used alone to provide a predetermined fixed delay. Further, the quadrature clock generator may be used as a component of a DLL.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The present invention illustrated by way of example and not limitation in the figures of the accompanying drawings, in which like references indicate similar elements, and in which:

FIG. 1 shows a delay locked loop that includes a quadrature clock generator and phase shifting circuit according to one embodiment.

FIG. 2 shows a quadrature clock generator as including a phase shifting circuit according to one embodiment.

FIG. 3 shows a triangle wave generator of the phase shifting circuit [according] in more detail.

FIG. 4 illustrates the operation of a quadrature clock generator and phase shifting circuit according to one embodiment.

FIG. 5 shows a quadrature clock generator as including a phase shifting circuit with duty cycle error correction.

FIG. 6 shows a duty cycle error correction circuit of one embodiment.

FIG. 7 shows a filter according to one embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

A phase shifting circuit that operates at frequency and may be incorporated as part of a quadrature clock generator is described herein. The phase shifting circuit generally comprises a triangle wave generator coupled in series with a comparator. The triangle wave generator receives a periodic input signal and outputs two complementary triangle wave signals. The comparator compares the value of the first
triangle wave to the value of the second triangle wave, outputting a logic high value when the first triangle wave is greater than the second triangle wave and a logic low value when the first triangle wave is less than the second triangle wave.

The output of the comparator transitions between logic high and logic low values when the first and second triangle waves are equal. Assuming that the input signal has a 50% duty cycle, the output signal of the comparator transitions approximately 90 degrees out of phase with the transitions of the input signal. The phase shift circuit may be used to provide the Q output clock signal of a quadrature clock generator, wherein a second comparator having approximately the same delay as the comparator of the phase shift circuit is coupled to the input signal for providing the I output clock signal of the quadrature clock generator.

FIG. 1 is a simplified block diagram of delay locked loop (DLL) 100 that includes quadrature clock generator 105, variable delay 110, clock buffers 115, and phase detector 120. A reference clock signal having a 50% duty cycle is provided as an input to the quadrature clock generator 105. Quadrature clock generator 105 uses the input reference clock signal to generate a first output clock signal “I” that is in phase with the input reference clock signal and a second output clock signal “Q” that is 90 degrees out of phase with the I output clock signal. The I and Q output clock signals are said to be in quadrature with one another.

Variable delay 110 receives the quadrature signals from quadrature clock generator 105 and phase mixes the quadrature signals to produce a variable delay in order to generate a DLL clock output signal having the desired phase relationship to the input reference clock signal. Clock buffers 115 receive the output of variable delay 110 and buffer it to drive the large wiring capacitance load at the output of DLL 100.

As shown, the output signal of DLL 100 is fed back to phase detector 120, which also receives the input reference clock signal. Phase detector 120 compares the input reference clock signal to the output signal of the DLL and outputs a control signal that causes a phase shifter (variable delay) 110 to adjust the relative phase of the output signal of DLL 100 by adjusting the phase mixing of the I output clock signal and the Q output clock signal. The control signal may be an analog voltage or a digital signal such as a control digital word.

FIG. 2 shows a quadrature clock generator according to one embodiment. Quadrature clock generator 105 is shown as generally including a phase shift circuit 200 and a comparator 210 wherein phase shift circuit 200 provides the Q output signal and comparator 210 outputs the I output signal. The input reference clock signal is labeled “CLK” and is provided to the inputs of phase shift circuit 200 and comparator 210 along with a complementary reference clock signal “CLKB.” The I output signal of quadrature clock generator 105 is approximately in phase with the input clock signal CLK, and the Q output signal is 90 degrees out of phase with the I output signal.

Phase shift circuit 200 is shown as including triangle wave generator 201 and comparator 205. Triangle wave generator 201 outputs a first triangle wave signal VOUT to the positive input of comparator 205 and a second complementary triangle wave signal VOUTB to the negative input of comparator 205. The complementary triangle wave signals are output in response to the complementary input reference clock signals. According to one embodiment, VOUT is the integral of input reference clock signal CLK, and VOUTB is the integral of complementary input reference clock signal CLKB.

Comparator 205 outputs a square wave signal that transitions between logic high and logic low values at zero differential crossing points wherein the values of signals VOUT and VOUTB are equal. The zero differential crossing points are approximately 90 degrees out of phase with transitions in the input reference clock signals. The delay of comparator 205 results in additional phase difference, and comparator 210 is selected to have a matching delay such that the I and Q output signals are in quadrature with one another. Thus, the delay of comparator 210 causes the I output signal to be slightly out of phase with the input reference clock signal CLK, exactly canceling the phase difference caused by the delay of comparator 205.

According to one embodiment, triangle wave generator 201 comprises a current switch 202 and a filter 203. Current switch 202 includes a pair of inputs coupled to receive CLK and CLKB and a pair of output terminals A and B for outputting an output current Iout. Filter 203 is coupled across the output terminals of current switch 202. Current switch 202 changes the direction of flow for output current out in response to complementary input clock signals CLK and CLKB. For example, wherein input clock signal CLK is logic high, the output current Iout flows from output terminal A, through filter 203, and into output terminal B such that VOUT increases and VOUTB decreases. Wherein CLK is logic low, the output current Ilow flows from the B output terminal, through filter 203, and into output terminal A such that VOUTB increases and VOUT decreases.

Filter 203 is shown as comprising resistor 215 and capacitor 220, each of which are coupled across the output terminals of current switch 202. The values of resistor 215 and capacitor 220 are selected such that the RC time constant of filter 203 limits the slew rate of the voltages VOUT and VOUTB, preventing VOUT and VOUTB from achieving the supply voltages VCC and VSS and resulting in complementary triangle wave signals. The values of resistor 215 and capacitor 220 are selected such that the amplitude of the triangle wave signals is as large as possible. Wherein CLK has a frequency of 250 MHz, exemplary values of resistor 215 and capacitor 220 are 4 kΩ and 0.4 pF, respectively. Resistor 215 and filter 203 may be provided by two half-value resistors and two double-value capacitors coupled in a manner such as that shown by FIG. 7.

FIG. 3 shows a current switch 202 of one embodiment as generally comprising a differential pair of matched NMOS transistors 302 and 304 and current sources 305, 306, and 308. Transistor 302 has its gate coupled to receive the CLK signal and its drain coupled to the supply voltage VCC via current source 306. Similarly, transistor 304 has its gate coupled to receive the CLKB signal and its drain coupled to VCC via current source 308. The sources of transistors 302 and 304 are commonly coupled to system ground VSS via current source 305. Current sources 306 and 308 each source a current I1, and current source 305 sinks a current having twice the value of I1.

As shown, output terminal A of current switch 202 is coupled to the drain of transistor 304, and output terminal B is coupled to the drain of transistor 302. Therefore, the drains of transistor 302 and 304 are coupled to one another via filter 303 such that filter 303 provides a conducting path to system ground VSS. Wherein transistor 302 is switched off and transistor 304 is switched on, the current provided by current source 306 is diverted through filter 303 and transistor 304 to system ground VSS such that the voltage
VOUTB at output terminal B increases relative to the voltage VOUT at output terminal A. Similarly, where transistor 302 is switched on and transistor 304 is switched off, the current provided by current source 308 is diverted through filter 203 and transistor 302 to system ground VSS such that the voltage VOUT increases relative to the voltage VOUTB. Because NMOS transistors 302 and 304 are matched and current sources 306 and 308 are matched, the amplitudes of VOUT and VOUTB are equal.

FIG. 4 shows several waveforms that illustrate the operation of current switch 202 and quadrature clock generator 105. Specifically, FIG. 4 shows complementary input reference clock signals CLK and CLKB, complementary triangle wave signals VOUT and VOUTB, and quadrature output signals Q and I.

At time TO, CLX transitions from a logic low value to a logic high value, complementary clock signal CLKB transitions from a logic high value to a logic low value, and voltages VOUTB and VOUT are at their maximum and minimum values, respectively. While CLK is logic high and CLKB is logic low, transistor 302 is switched on and transistor 304 is switched off such that current source 308 provides a current I1 that flows from output terminal A, through filter 203, and to system ground VSS via output terminal B and transistor 302. Thus, at time TO, VOUT begins to increase, and VOUTB begins to decrease.

Because the components of current switch generator 202 are matched, the time rate of change for VOUT and VOUTB are of equal magnitude and opposite polarity. Further, the RC time constant of filter 203 limits the slew rate of VOUT and VOUTB such that both signals are triangle wave signals that swing between a maximum value, Vmax, that is less than VCC and a minimum value, Vmin, that is greater than VSS. For these reasons, the values of VOUT and VOUTB are equal half way between times TO and Ti, when CLK transitions from high to low. Thus, the differential crossing points of the triangle wave signals VOUT and VOUTB occur 90 degrees out of phase with transitions of input reference clock signal CLK.

Comparator 205 (shown in FIG. 2) detects the differential crossing point and causes the Q output signal to transition from logic low to logic high. The transition time of comparator 205 introduces a delay Tp in the Q output signal of quadrature clock generator 200 such that the Q output signal is actually (90°+φ) degrees out of phase with CLK, wherein φ is the phase difference corresponding to the delay Tp.

The delay of comparator 210 is selected such that the I output signal also includes a delay Tp. Thus, the Q output signal is exactly 90 degrees out of phase with the I output signal.

At time TI, CLK transitions from high to low, CLKB transitions from low to high, and voltages VOUT and VOUTB are at their maximum and minimum values, respectively. While CLK is logic high and CLKB is logic high, transistor 304 is switched on and transistor 302 is switched off such that current source 306 provides a current I1 that flows from output terminal B, through filter 203, and to system ground VSS via output terminal A and transistor 304. Thus, at time TI, VOUTB begins to increase, and VOUT begins to decrease. Another zero differential crossing point occurs halfway between times TI and T2. Comparator 205 detects the zero differential crossing point and causes the Q output signal to transition from logic high to logic low. At time T2, CLK transitions from low to high.

Thus far, it has been assumed that the Q output signal has a 50% duty cycle. If the input reference clock signal CLK does not have a 50% duty cycle, or if there are component mismatches, the rising and falling edges of the triangle waves may not be centered around the same voltage, and the Q output signal therefore may not have a 50% duty cycle. For the purposes of DLL 100, it is desirable that the Q output signal have a 50% duty cycle. Therefore, the quadrature clock generator 105 shown in FIG. 5 includes additional circuitry for correcting duty cycle errors.

Specifically, the embodiment of quadrature clock generator 105 shown in FIG. 5 includes a duty cycle error measurement circuit 515 coupled in series with a duty cycle correction circuit 520. Duty cycle error measurement circuit 515 and duty cycle correction circuit 520 are coupled in a feedback configuration between the output of comparator 505 of phase shift circuit 500 and the output of current switch 202 of triangle wave generator 201.

As shown, comparator 505 includes a complementary output that outputs a QB output signal that is 180 degrees out of phase with the Q output signal. The Q and QB output signals are provided as inputs to duty cycle error measurement circuit 515, which may be manufactured in accordance with the disclosure of the following patent application, which is hereby incorporated by reference: U.S. application Ser. No. 08/196,711, entitled “Amplifier With Active Duty Cycle Correction”, and commonly assigned to Rambus, Inc. of Mountain View, Calif.

Duty cycle error measurement circuit 515 outputs differential error voltages Veq and Veq in response to detecting a difference between the duty cycle of the Q output signal and a 50% duty cycle. Duty cycle error measurement circuit 515 includes a filter (not shown) that results in error voltage Veq being a slowly changing, near DC voltage having a magnitude that is proportional to the magnitude of the error in duty cycle. In order to ensure the stability of this second-order feedback loop, the pole of the filter for the duty cycle measurement circuit 515 is selected to be the dominant pole of the duty cycle correction feedback loop.

Duty cycle error correction circuit 520 receives the differential error voltage Veq and provides a correction current I1 via output terminals C and D in response to the differential error voltage Veq such that the Q output signal has a 50% duty cycle. As shown, output terminals C and D are coupled to output terminals A and B of current switch 202, respectively. The direction in which the correction current I1 flows depends on whether the duty cycle of the Q output signal is less than or more than 50%. The correction current I1 flows from output terminal C when the Q output signal has a duty cycle that is less than 50%. The correction current I1 (as shown in parentheses) flows from output terminal D when the Q output signal has a duty cycle that is more than 50%.

The correction current I1 is summed with the output current I1 of current switch 202 before being fed into filter 203. The correction current therefore causes one of the triangle wave signals to increase in voltage wherein the other triangle wave signal decreases in voltage such that the zero differential crossing points occur halfway between the rising and falling edges of the input reference clock signal CLK.

According to one embodiment, duty cycle correction circuit 520 is a current switch that switches the correction current I1 via FIG. 6 shows duty cycle correction circuit 520 as being a current switch that generally comprises a differential pair of matched NMOS transistors 602 and 604 and current sources 605, 606, and 608. Transistor 602 has its gate coupled to receive the Veq error voltage and its drain coupled to the supply voltage VCC via current source 606. Similarly, transistor 604 has its gate coupled to receive the Veq error voltage and its drain coupled to VCC via current source 608.
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source 608. The sources of transistors 602 and 604 are commonly coupled to system ground VSS via current source 605. Current sources 606 and 608 each source a current I2, and current source 605 sinks a current of 2I1. The current I2 is chosen to be much less than the current I1 used in current switch 202. The Sources of transistors 602 and 604 are commonly coupled to System ground VSS Via current source 605. Current sources 606 and 608 each source a current I2, and current source 605 sinks a current of 2I1. The current I2 is chosen to be much less than the current I1 used in current switch 202.

FIG. 7 shows resistor 215 and capacitor 220 of filter 203 according to one embodiment. Resistor 215 is shown as including a first half-value resistor 705 comprised between output terminal A of current switch 202 and a common mode voltage VCM, and a second half-value resistor 710 comprised between a common mode voltage VCM and output terminal B of current switch 202. Capacitor 220 is shown as including a first double-value capacitor 715 coupled between output terminal A of current switch 202 and system ground VSS, and a second double-value capacitor 720 coupled between output terminal B and VCM.

In the foregoing specification the invention has been described with reference to specific exemplary embodiments thereof. It will, however, be evident that various modifications and changes may be made thereto without departing from the broader spirit and scope of the invention as set forth in the appended claims. The specification and drawings are, accordingly, to be regarded in an illustrative rather than restrictive sense.

What is claimed is:

1. A phase shifting circuit comprising:
   a first differential amplifier including:
   a pair of field effect transistors configured to form a source coupled pair having a common node, and
   including a pair of inputs for receiving an input reference signal and complement thereof and a pair of output nodes;
   first and second current sources coupled respectively between the output nodes and a first supply rail, the first and second current sources sourcing a current value of I amperes and
   a third current source coupled between the common node and a second supply rail, the third current source sinking a current value of 2I amperes;
   a filter circuit coupled across the output nodes, the filter circuit causing the output nodes of the differential amplifier to produce a pair of complementary triangle wave signals in response to the input reference signal and complement thereof and
   a comparator having a pair of inputs coupled to receive the pair of complementary triangle wave signals, the comparator generating an output signal having a predetermined phase relationship with the input reference signal in response to a comparison between the pair of complementary triangle wave signals.

2. The phase shifting circuit of claim 1, wherein the phase shifting circuit is implemented as a CMOS circuit.

3. The phase shifting circuit of claim 1, wherein the phase shifting circuit is implemented on a single semiconductor substrate.

4. The phase shifting circuit of claim 1, wherein the comparator further outputs a complementary output signal, and wherein the phase shifting circuit further comprises:
   a duty cycle error measurement circuit configured to receive the output signal and the complementary output signal from the comparator, the duty cycle error measurement circuit generating a pair of error signals in response to the output signals of the comparator deviating from a 50% duty cycle;
   a second differential amplifier including a pair of inputs coupled to the pair of error signals and a pair of outputs coupled to the output nodes of the first differential amplifier, the second differential amplifier providing a correction current on one of its outputs such that the output of the comparator has a 50% duty cycle.

5. A quadrature clock generator circuit for generating a first output signal and a second output signal that is approximately 90 degrees out of phase with the first output signal, the clock generator circuit comprising:
   a first comparator having a pair of inputs coupled to a pair of complementary input reference signals, the first comparator generating the first output signal in response to the complementary input reference signals;
   a phase shifting circuit coupled to the complementary input reference signals, the phase shifting circuit comprising:
   (i) a first differential amplifier including:
   a pair of field effect transistors configured to form a source coupled pair having a common node, and
   including a pair of inputs for receiving the complementary input reference signals and a pair of output nodes:
   first and second current sources coupled respectively between the output nodes and a first supply rail, the first and second current sources sourcing a current value of I amperes and
   a third current source coupled between the common node and a second supply rail, the third current source sinking a current value of 2I amperes;
   (ii) a filter circuit coupled across the output nodes, the filter circuit causing the output nodes of the differential amplifier to produce a pair of complementary triangle wave signals in response to the complementary input reference signals and
   (iii) a second comparator having a pair of inputs coupled to receive the pair of complementary triangle wave signals, the second comparator outputting the second output signal in response to a comparison between the pair of complementary triangle wave signals.

6. The quadrature clock generator of claim 5, wherein the quadrature clock generator is implemented as a CMOS circuit.

7. The quadrature clock generator of claim 5, wherein the quadrature clock generator is implemented on a single semiconductor substrate.

8. The quadrature clock generator of claim 5, wherein the second comparator further outputs a complementary output signal, and wherein the quadrature clock generator further comprises:
   a duty cycle error measurement circuit configured to receive the second output signal and the complementary output signal from the second comparator, the duty cycle error measurement circuit generating a pair of error signals in response to the output signals of the second comparator deviating from a 50% duty cycle.

9. A delay-locked loop (DLL) comprising:
   a quadrature clock generator circuit for outputting a first output signal and a second output signal that is approximately 90 degrees out of phase with the first output signal, the clock generator circuit comprising:
a first comparator having an input coupled to an input reference signal, the first comparator outputting the first output signal in response to the input reference signal

a phase shifting circuit coupled to the input signal, the phase shifting circuit comprising:
a triangle wave generator coupled to receive the input reference signal, the triangle wave generator including a pair of complementary outputs that output a pair of complementary triangle wave signals in response to the input reference signal; and

a second comparator having a pair of inputs coupled to receive the pair of complementary triangle wave signals, the comparator outputting the second output signal in response to a comparison between the pair of complementary triangle wave signals;
a variable delay circuit coupled to receive the first and second output signals, the variable delay circuit outputting a delayed signal in response to a control signal;
a clock buffer circuit coupled to receive and buffer the delayed circuit, the clock buffer circuit outputting an output signal of the DIL; and

a phase detector coupled to the input reference signal and the output signal of the DIL, the phase comparator generating the control signal in response to a comparison between the input and output signals.

10. The DIL of claim 9, wherein the triangle wave generator comprises:
a filter coupled across the complementary outputs; and

a current switch coupled to receive the input reference signal, the current switch providing an output current having a direction of flow from one of the complementary outputs to the other of the complementary outputs, wherein the current switch reverses the direction of flow for the output current in response to the input reference signal, the filter integrating the output current to result in complementary triangle wave signals.

11. The DIL of claim 9, wherein the triangle wave generator comprises:
a differential amplifier including a first input coupled to the input reference signal, a second input coupled to a complementary input reference signal, and the pair of complementary outputs; and

a filter coupled across the complementary outputs, the filter causing the complementary outputs of the differential amplifier to output complementary triangle wave signals.

12. A phase shifting circuit comprising:
(i) a current switch coupled to receive a pair of complementary input reference signals and including a pair of complementary outputs, the current switch for coupling to a power supply rail the current switch providing an output current having a direction of flow from one of the complementary outputs to the other of the complementary outputs, wherein the current switch reverses the direction of flow for the output current in response to the pair of complementary input reference signals;

(ii) a second resistor having a first terminal coupled to the other complementary output and a second terminal coupled to the common mode voltage; and

(iii) capacitive means for providing a capacitance across the complementary outputs; and

c) a comparator having a pair of inputs coupled to receive the pair of complementary triangle wave signals, the comparator generating an output signal having a predetermined phase relationship with the input reference signal in response to a comparison between the pair of complementary triangle wave signals.

13. A quadrature clock generator for generating a first output signal and a second output signal that is approximately 90 degrees out of phase with the first output signal, the clock generator circuit comprising:
(a) a first comparator having a pair of inputs coupled to a pair of complementary input reference signals, the first comparator generating the first output signal in response to the complementary input reference signals;

(b) a phase shifting circuit coupled to the complementary input reference signals, the phase shifting circuit comprising:
(i) a current switch coupled to receive the pair of complementary input reference signals and including a pair of complementary outputs, the current switch for coupling to a power supply rail the current switch providing an output current having a direction of flow from one of the complementary outputs to the other of the complementary outputs, wherein the current switch reverses the direction of flow for the output current in response to the pair of complementary input reference signals;

(ii) a filter coupled across the complementary outputs and integrating the output current to generate a pair of complementary triangle wave signals, the filter comprising:

(1) a first resistor having a first terminal coupled to one of the complementary outputs and a second terminal coupled to a common mode voltage; the common mode voltage being different than the power supply rail;

(2) a second resistor having a first terminal coupled to the other complementary output and a second terminal coupled to the common mode voltage; and

(3) capacitive means for providing a capacitance across the complementary outputs; and

(ii) a second comparator having a pair of inputs coupled to receive the pair of complementary triangle wave signals, the comparator generating the second output signal in response to a comparison between the pair of complementary triangle wave signals.

14. A method of operation in a delay-locked loop circuit comprising:
generating a first clock signal using complementary input reference signals;
generating complementary voltage waveforms that alternate between falling and rising voltage transitions in response to transitions of the complementary input reference signals, crossing points of the complementary voltage waveforms being phase offset with respect to the transitions of the complementary input reference signals;
generating a second clock signal that transitions in response to the crossing points of the complementary voltage waveforms;
generating a third clock signal by phase mixing the first and second clock signals in response to a control signal; and
generating the control signal based on a phase difference between one of the complementary input reference signals and the third clock signal.
15. The method of claim 14 wherein the control signal is a digital value.
16. The method of claim 14 wherein the control signal is an analog voltage.
17. The method of claim 14 further comprising adjusting a duty cycle of the complementary voltage waveforms based on feedback derived from the second clock signal.
18. The method of claim 14 wherein the second clock signal is quadrature phase offset with respect to the first clock signal.
19. The method of claim 14 wherein generating complementary voltage waveforms further comprises:
generating first and second currents using respective first and second current sources that source current from a supply potential to respective first and second nodes;
steering the first current from the first node to a third node in response to a first state of the complementary input reference signals; and
steering the second current from the second node to the first node via a resistive element, the first and second currents producing a first voltage transition at the first node.
20. The method of claim 19 further comprising:
sourcing a third current from the third node, the third current being at least the sum of the first and second currents; and
reversing a direction of current flow through the resistive element when the complementary input reference signals change logic states.
21. A phase shifting circuit comprising:
first and second current sources to generate respective first and second currents at respective first and second nodes;
a first current switch to steer current from the first node to a third node in response to a first state of a reference signal, and to steer current from the first node to the second node via a resistive element in response to a second state of the reference signal;
a second current switch to steer current from the second node to the first node via the resistive element when the reference signal is in the first state to produce a first voltage transition at the first node, and to steer current from the second node to the third node when the reference signal is in the second state;
a capacitor element to slow rate limit the first voltage transition at the first node;
a third current source to sink a third current from the third node, the third current having a magnitude that is at least double that of the first current; and
a comparator circuit coupled to the first and second nodes to generate an output signal having a phase shift with respect to the reference signal in response to the first voltage transition.
22. The phase shifting circuit of claim 21 wherein the first and second current switches comprise respective first and second transistors receiving the reference signal and a complement thereof at respective gate inputs.
23. The phase shifting circuit of claim 21 wherein the resistive element is coupled between the first and second nodes, and the capacitor element is coupled between the first and second nodes.
24. The phase shifting circuit of claim 21 wherein the resistive element comprises a first resistor coupled between a second supply potential and the first node, and a second resistor coupled between the second supply potential and the second node.
25. The phase shifting circuit of claim 21 wherein the first and second currents produce a second voltage transition at the second node when the reference signal is in the first state.
26. The phase shifting circuit of claim 25 wherein the comparator comprises a first input coupled to the first node, and a second input coupled to the second node.
27. The phase shifting circuit of claim 21 wherein the third current source supplies the third current to a ground potential node.
28. A method of operation in a phase shifting circuit, the method comprising:
generating first and second currents using respective first and second current sources that source current from a supply potential to respective first and second nodes;
steering current from the first node to a third node in response to a first state of a reference signal, and from the first node to the second node via a resistive element in response to a second state of the reference signal;
steering current from the second node to the first node via the resistive element in response to the first state of the reference signal, and from the second node to the third node in response to the second state of the reference signal, a first voltage transition being produced at the first node and a second voltage transition being produced at the second node when the reference signal is in the first state;
slow rate limiting the first and second voltage transitions;
sinking a third current from the third node, the third current being at least the sum of the first and second currents;
reversing a direction of current flow through the resistive element when the reference signal changes states; and
generating an output signal by detecting crossing points of the first and second voltage transitions, the output signal having a phase shift with respect to the reference signal.
29. The method of claim 28 wherein the first and second voltage transitions are complementary.
30. The method of claim 28 wherein during the second state of the reference signal, a third voltage transition is produced at the first node, and a fourth voltage transition is produced at the second node, the third voltage transition being complementary to the first voltage transition.
31. The method of claim 28 wherein generating the output signal comprises comparing the first and second voltage transitions to detect the crossing points thereof.
32. The method of claim 28 wherein the current steered from the second node is steered in response to a signal that is complementary to the reference signal.
33. The method of claim 28 wherein the third current is sunk from the third node to a ground potential node.
34. The method of claim 28 wherein the phase shift is at least ninety degrees.
35. The method of claim 28 wherein slow rate limiting the first voltage transition at the first node is performed using a capacitor.
36. A delay-locked loop circuit comprising:
a current switch circuit to generate complementary voltage waveforms that alternate between falling and ris-
ing voltage transitions in response to transitions of complementary input reference signals, crossing points of the complementary voltage waveforms being phase offset with respect to the transitions of the complementary input reference signals;

a first comparator circuit to compare the complementary voltage waveforms to one another and generate a first clock signal that transitions in response to detection of crossing points of the complementary voltage waveforms;

a phase mixer circuit to generate a second clock signal by phase mixing the first clock signal and a clock signal generated using one of the complementary input reference signals; and

a phase detector circuit to generate the control signal based on a phase difference between a first input reference signal of the complementary input reference signals and the second clock signal.

37. The delay-locked loop of claim 36 wherein the control signal is a digital value.

38. The delay-locked loop of claim 36 wherein the control signal is an analog voltage.

39. The delay-locked loop of claim 36 further comprising a duty cycle adjustment circuit coupled to the current switch circuit to adjust a duty cycle of the complementary voltage waveforms.

40. The delay-locked loop of claim 36 wherein the current switch circuit comprises:

a first transistor to steer a first current of a pair of currents from a first node to a third node in response to a first state of the complementary input reference signals, and from the first node to a second node via a resistive element in response to a second state of the complementary input reference signals; and

a second transistor to steer a second current of the pair of currents from the second node to the first node via the resistive element in response to the first state of the complementary input reference signals, and from the second node to the third node in response to the second state of the complementary input reference signals; and

a third current source to sink a third current from the third node, the third current being at least the sum of the first and second currents.

41. The delay-locked loop of claim 40 wherein a direction of current flow through the resistive element is reversed when the complementary input reference signals change states.

42. The delay-locked loop of claim 36 further comprising a second comparator circuit to compare the complementary input reference signals to one another and output the clock signal, the second comparator circuit being delay matched to the first comparator circuit.